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ABSTRACT 

In the planning of telecommunication network 
the dec'isions rega.rding routing philosophy and 
size of routes are of primary interest. Most 
telephone networks employ alternate routing 
philosophy nowadays. This paper will try 
to provide the necessary tools for an economic 
optimization of an alternate routing network. 
The present day models generally optimize the 
network cost with respect to a specified grade 
of service criteria. Moreover most of the 
algorithms make assumptions of Poisson traffic 
as the primary traffic. The requirements of 
the developing country may be little different 
from this. Due to big gap of demand and supply, 
considerable repeat attempt behaviour exists 
in the network. Moreover, the planning has to 
be performed considering availability of limi
ted rescurces. Considering this fact, a 
mathematical model of the network has been 
developed where primary traffic is represented 
by an arbitrary demand probability distribu
tion. The expected value of overall network 
dissatisfaction has been minimized with res
pect to resource constraints. The algorithm _ 
stated uses alternate-Iy iterative technique 
and dynamic programming which gives an integer ~ 
programming solution. This combinatorial solu
tion makes the algorithm general in nature. 
It will be suitable for designing network with 
PCM Systems. The algorithm has been used for 
a moderately large network. 

Keywerds: alternate routes, optimization, 
dynamic programming. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper an attempt has been made to ~ro
vide suitable tools fer economic dimension~ng 
$f a telephone network when the routing philo
sophy is the concept of alternate routin? an~ 
the resources available for the network ~s. 
limited. The contributions on network opt~
mizatiQn preblem from the various ~uthors do 
exist · and quite a few of them are ' often ~sed 
by the present day network planner~!7,L 2-1, 
L-3-1,L-4-1, etc. Three impertant aspects ()f 

these solutions are as follews: 

1. Most of these works are based on Erlang's 
Loss Fermula and Wilkinson' 5 Equivalent 
Random Method. 

2. For optimal network design either ite:a
tive technique or non-linear programm~ng 
technique has been used. The junction 
number is assumed as a real variable. 

3. The grade of service of last choice 
reute is predetermined. 

The present work difrer. from the earlier con
tributions on the -follewing: 

i) No assumptions of nature Qf traffic is 
nermallyrequired. Applications of 
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Erlang's Loss Formula or Wilkinson's 
Equivalent Random Method is not essen
tial. 

ii)The junction numbers are considered as an 
integer variable and as such an integer 
programming technique has been used. 
This has made the present solution flexi
ble to accommodate network-design in PCM 
Systems where junctions are to be added 
in a group of 24 or 30. 

iii)The expected dissatisfaction of the net
work is optimized against available re
sources. 

For convenient mathematical treatment a simple 
model has been defined. Based on this model 
methods are derived minimizing the dissatis
faction of the network with respect to avail
able resources. As most applications in net
work planning are nowadays performed on 
computers, an iterative algorithm alongwith 
dynamic programming has been used for the solu
tion. 

INDIAN NETWORK CONDITION 

The Indian telephone network development start
ed during the last 25-30 years. Earlier it was 
a premitive network. Due to resource constralins 
and big gap between demand and supply of tele
phones, the network characteristic of Indian 
Telephone System is very much different from 
that of developed countries. A study of the 
Indian Network Condition and Subscriber habits 
was made and reported by Roy ChoudharyL-5-1. 
The report reveals some facts which require due 
consideration before application of any net
work planning technique for Indian Network. 
Roy Choudhary observed ...... the classical 
assumption of Erlang that once an attempt of a 
subscriber to get a call fails, no repeat 
attempt should be: made, does not hold good in 
the Indian Network, due to existance of very 
high waiting list for telephone connections, 
and high congestion in the network...... A 
preliminary study of the Indian Network with 
repeat attempt behaviour as reported by ROY 
Choudhary is shown in T~ble - 1. 

Table - 1 
------------------------------------------------
S. Tele
No.phone 

Num
ber 

Subscriber 
Identity 

Fresh 
Calls 

To
tal 
atte
mpts 

Aver
age 
atte
mpt/ 
fresh 
call 

Maxi
mum 
no. 
of 
atte
mpts 
for a 
single 
fresh 
call ------------------------------------------------

1. 45478 Cotton Mill 

2. 43585 PBX JURction 
Large Comm. 
Firm 

107 289 

141 279 
2.3 

1.9 
7 

17 
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1 2 3 4 

3. 43654 Org.Line 29 
Large 
Comm.Firm 

5 

81 

4. 43383 Individ- 380 1068 

6 7 

2.8 14 

2,.8 56 

__________________ -_~Y~£~2~ ______ ~~!~ _________ _ 

Notes: 1. These figures do not include STD 
Calls. 

2. The total attempts include calls 
which do not reach the terminating 
exchanges. 

Due to existance of this repeat attempt be
haviour new method of Engineering should be 
used for equipment dimensioning and that should 
take care of the resource constraint of the 
developing country. To reduce the loss in the 
network to an acceptable standard may require 
considerable investment of money. It will be 
better if the losses are transferred to un
economical routes and maintaining a good grade 
of service for the economical routes. Consi
dering the above requirement a network model 
has been developed and optimization technique 
explained. The model does not use Erlang's 
Formula or Wilkinsons' Equivalent Random 
theory. The optimization technique uses an 
iterative technique with dynamic programming. 
The constraint for the optimization is the 
resources and not the grade of service. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The problem to be formulated here is to di
mens ion a network, whose primary traffic is 
represented by its demand probability distri
bution, in such a way that the Over all dis
satisfaction of the net-work is minimized 
subject to the constraint of available re
sources. 

DEFINITION 

It is well known that, though telephone traffic 
may vary considerably in time, the standard 
model used in all practical calculation is 
sti ll the simple poissonian law which assumes 
that traffic intensity to be constant. Assump
tions of poisson traffic leads to the deriva
tion of demand probability distribution by the 
following relation, which is the poisson dis
tribution: 

P (x) = AX, e -A Ix ~ •••• (1 ) 

with mean and variance both equal to A, where 

A offered traffic 
p(x) = Probability of demand x. 

Poisson distribution disregards the repeated 
call attempts. 

The traffic system where it will be possible 
to specify the demand probability distribu
tion, it can be defined in the two ways i.e. 
time average demand probability and call aver
age demand probability Z 8~. 

NarATIONS 

Consider a directed graph with (n+1) nodes, 
out of which n nodes numbering (l •••• n) re
presents n telephone exchanges and (n+1)th 
node represented by t is a tandem exchange. 
This is a network with single tandem for over
flow routing. The directed links between the 
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nodes 1 •••• n are the direct junctions between 
the exchanges and the directed links from (n+l) 
th node to all ether nodes are overflow links. 
f~r carrying overflow traffic. The direct 
links are represented by an ordered pair. 

(i,j) where i e (l •••• n) 
j e (l •••• n) and j F i 

The overflow links are two types - originating 
overflow link and terminating overflow link. 
The originating overflow link is represented 
by the ordered pair (i,t) where 

ie (l •••• n) 
t (n+1) 

The terminating overflow link is represented by 
the ordered pair (t,j) where 

t (n+1) 
j € (1 ••• n) 

The following notations are used for direct 
link (i,j) 

Cij Cost per junction for the link (i,j) 

nij ne. of junctions i~ the link (i,j) 

fij overflow demand from direct link (i,j) 

dij instanteneous demand of the link (i,j), 
i.e no. of simultaneous calls to be 
processed in the link (i,j) 

Lij = Maximum demand of the link (i,j) 

The following notations are used for overflcw 
links (i/t) and (t,j). 

Cit Cost per junction for the link (i,t) 

nit = no. of junctions in the overflow link 
(i,t) 

Ctj Cost per junction for the link (t,j) 

ntj no. of junctions in the overflow link 
(t, j) 

C Total permissible network cost. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

The main assumptions of the model are as follows: 

1. The demand throughout the network is 
routed under full availability conditions-

2. The traffic initiated at an origin is 
described by its demand probabilities 
such that for pair (i,j) 

Lij 

P(x=dij) 1 

x = 0 

3. The demand probabilities of the different 
pairs are statistically independent such 
that 

P(x=dij and x = dik )=P(x=dij)*P(x=dik) 

where (i,j) and (i,k) are two different 
links originating from ,node i. 

4. The loss in the originating overflow 
link is small such that whatever over
flow demand is offered to the originat
ing overflow link, the same demand is 
also available at the input of the tandem. 

5. The loss in the tandem switching stage 
is negligible such that whatever demand 
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is received at the input of the tandem 
switch, the same demand is offered to 
the terminating overflow link. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Consider node 1. 

Demand from node 1 to other nodes at any ins
tant of time will a set of demands: 

and their respective probabilities will be a 
set of probabilities: 

P(x=d12), P(x=d13 )'·····P(x=d1n) 

As fij is the overflow from node i to tandem 
for the exchange j, then 

fij = Max (O,dij - nij) 

Let us define 

and 

then 

fie = total originating overflow demand 
from tandem to the node i at any 
instant of time 

fie 

total terminating overflow demand 
from tandem to the node j at any 
instant of time. 

n 
~ Max ~ 0, dij - nij ~ 

j 1 
j F i 

For all dij where dij = O •••• Lij, these over
flow demand fie can be determined. 

The probability of this overflow demand from 
node i to tandem route can be determined by 
taking the convolution of the overflow demand 
for each route. 

Let 
Q(y=fi-) Probability of overflow de

mand equal fie from node i to 
tandem. 

We define maximum of fie as f~max such that 

fie max = Max ~ 0, Lij - nij ~ 

j=l 
jFi 

fie ~Q L (y=fi) 

y=O 

1 

Dissatisfaction of demand at node i at any ins
tant of time can be given by 

Let 

Max ~ 0, fie - hit } 

Di. Expected value of dissatisfaction 
at node i where i € (l •••• n) 

For i th node, expected value of dissatisfactbn 
on the originating overflow link 

. fie max 

Di· =L ~ax ~ O,y-nit ~ *Q(y) 

y=O 

Due to assumption (4) and (5) whatever over-
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fl~w demand was offered to originating overflow 
link, the same overflow demand is also availa~e 
for the terminating overflow link. So total 
terminating overflow demand from tandem to node 
j at any instant of time. 

n 

L. Max ~ 0, dij - nij ~ 
i 1 
i F j 

The calculation of this demand for all values 
of dij where dij:O •••• Lij will give the over
flow demand from the tandem to the node j. 

Let 

R(Z=f.j) ~ Probability of overflow demand 
equal f.j from tandem to the terminating 
node j. 

This probability also can be calculated by tak
ing the convolution of all overflow probability 
distribution .for the terminating overflow link. 

Dissatisfaction at tandem for n0de j at any 
instant of time can be expressed as follows: 

Max ~ 0, f. j - nt j j 
Expected value of dissatisfaction at tandem for 
node j 

f.jmax 

D.j ~ Max ~O, Z - ntj ~ * R(Z) 

Z = 0 

Where as defined earlier 

f.jmax = t Max {o, Lij-nij ~ 

i=1 
iFj 

Then total dissatisfaction in the network can be 
expressed as follows: 

n 

E = Di· + 

i=l j=1 

So the mathematical optimization problem 

Minimize:E 

Subject to constraints 
n . .n 

C= 

i=1 

~ Cij X nij+ 25itxnit+ejxrtj 
L- .. (2) 

j=l 
Fi 

i~l j=l 

ii) and nij, ntj, nit are al integer and ~O •• (3) 

ALGORITHM 

The mathematical programming model 

Minimize: max 
n fimax ~~j 
~ L (y-nit)*Q(Y)+L~z-ntj )*R(Z) 

1=1 y::.nit+1 j=l z=·nt j+1 

Subject to constraints given by (2) and (3) 

The cost function is explicitly a function of 
ntj and nit but implicitly a function of nij as 
determination of Q(Y) and R(Z) for l=l •••• n and 
j=1 •••• n respectively depends on the selection 
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FIGURE 1, FLOW CHART 

of nij. The cost function is a non-linear func
tion and constraint given by (i) is a non
linear knapsack relation. Moreover constraint 
given by (ii) states that it is an integer like 
problem. So the solution of the mathematical 
programming model is a solution of a non-linear 
integer programming problem with knapsack type 
constraints. 

The type of object function stated here can-not 
be used in its present form for any convention
al non-linear programming technique. A close 
look at the object function will indicate that 
it may be possible to use dynamic programming 
for a global solution, but in that case amount 
of computation will be so much that practically 
it may not be possible to do so for actual bie
phone network. Considering this aspect , the 
algorithm developed, tries to get a local opti
mization by using iterative technique and 
dynamic programming repeatedly till an ' optimal 
solution is obtained. This optimal solution 
will be local optimal and with sufficient re
sources may converge qUickly. 

T~e £ynamic programming used is the Map Method 
L 6~ which starts allocating resources from C, 
one unit at a time, such that most optimum 
allotment is possible at each stage. This re
quirement puts another constrain in the const
raint - (i) i.e, cost coefficients of the 
junction also should be an interger. And this 
is not a condition which deviates from the act
ual. 

The Map Method of dynamic programming is re
curSlve algorith~. It starts with the value of 
dissatisfaction in the network when no resources 
has been used for the network. 

Let 

EO Dissatisfaction in the network when no 
resources has been used. 

i Node of the map i.e. i amount of resour
ces has been used in the network to 
arrive at this node. 

fi(i)=Dissatisfaction at the ith node. 

k Link no. i.e., KCl •••• N 

Where N = Total number of junction groups in the 
network. 

vk 

Wk 

Amount of dissatisfaction removed by the 
provision of one junction in the kth 
junction group at the ith node. 

Cost co-efficients of the kth junction 
group, an integer. 

The recursive relation can be stated as follows: 

fo (0) = Eo , . 
fi (i) = Mintfi-l(i-l),L'fi-'l-l/(i-W/)-vt J .. , ~ 
The outline of the algorithm is given below, 
Fig.-l gives the flowchart of the algorithm: 

1. Read and initialise data. 

2. Find starting solution of direct links 
either by using mean of the demand or 
using Rapp's approximate relation. 

3. 

4. 

Determine originating overflow demand 
probability distrioutionQ(Y) and termi
nations overflow demand probability dis
tribution R(Z) • 

Find the surplus resource C available for 
overflow routes. If C ~ 0 stop. Find 
the solution of direct links by usina 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

Dynamic programming.else 

Find the allotment of C for the overflow 
links using dynamic programming. 

Determine dissatisfaction of the network. 

Perturb the direct link, one at a time, 
for all direct links. 

8. Check whether improvement in successive 
!-teration is negligible. If not conti
nue iteration. Otherwise stop and print 
results. 

A FORTRAN programme ALTR has been developed for 
the algorithm. There are five subroutines for 
this programme. 

-MENVAR Determines mean and variance of a 
given demand distribution. 

-RAPP Determines starting values of direct 
links whBn the traffic is expressed 
in Erlangs • (Rapps' approximate 
relation) • 

-oRGDMD Originating overflow demand distri~ 
tion of the exchange given the num
ber of direct links from the Ex
change and the traffic dispersion. 

-TERDMD : Terminating overflow demand dis
tribution. 

-DYNAMIC : Dynamic programming of MAP method. 

This FORTRAN-lYprogramme has been run on ES-
1040 RUBOTRON Computer. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The method has been used to dimension a moder
ately big network with 15 nodes and a tandem 
with higher valuesof traffic. The results are 
encouraging. However, it was observed that 
computation time depends on cost value, as such 
with lower cost value considerable computation 
time was required. Algorithm is slow in speed 
due to use of dynamic programming and requires
considerable storage space. Without knapsack 
constraints algorithm can be made very fas! b~ 
using the algorithm of Jain and Despande L 7-1 

The algorithm can be SUitably modified for 
using in PCM-network design or for a network 
with combined PCM and physical junctions. It 
is expected that the major application of this 
method may be found on that environment in 
near future. 
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